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HOW TO WATCH THE STAGES
STAGE NAME

STAGE A. CALVIA - COLL DES TORDS

This stage is very easy to find a viewing point. If you drive through the road Ma-1043
direction Calvia from the military Base Jaume 2 you will get to teh middle of the
stage, and you could see all cars driving through

STAGE B. PUIGPUNYENT - SPORLES

This stage does not have a cross roads in between, therefore, our recomendation is
to drive to the finish lane at La Granja in Sporles park there and walk 600 m against
stage direction. Road: Ma - 1101

STAGE C. ANDRATX - CAPDELLA

This stage does not have a cross roads in between, we recomend you to either way
drive to start or finish line and walk to see the cars passing by the start is in Andratx,
at the km stone 1.820 on the road MA - 1031

STAGE D. CALVIA - COLL SA CREU

In this case there is a cross road, it is very easy to find. If you drive towards
Puigpunyent, you will reach a cross direction Calvia, the road number is MA-1016.
drive towards Calvia 7 kms and you will find the road closed and the cars will pass by
twice!!

STAGE E. SA CALOBRA

Sa Calobra is a "Cul de sac" and the only way to see the cars is by entering early
enough in the stage. The famous turn gets quicklu crowded and you
will have to strugle finding parking. Road name MA-2141
La línea de meta está en Capdella, en el kilómetro 7,880 de la carretera MA - 1031.

STAGE F. ORIENT - BUNYOLA

This stage has very limited access, and again has no cross roads in between. Best
option is to try finding parking at Orient, and walk towards the stage
direction Bunyola. Road name MA- 2100

STAGE G. POLLENÇA - LLUC

No cross roads in this stage but, easy to find. Parking might be a problem as the
police controls the access and it is a main road. Our advice, will be to enter before
closing the road, and enjoy the cars during 3 hours. The cars will pass throught this
stage twice as well

STAGE H. CAMPANET - POLLENSA

No cross roads either in this stage, very spectacular jump. Not easy to find parking.
If you do not enter before the stage closes, best option will be to park at coves de
Campanet. The road name of the stage is MA- 2200. the great thing is that the cars
pass by not twice but 3 times!!

STAGE I. CAP DE FORMENTOR - POLLENSA

This Stage has a great possibility of parking in 2 places, were you could enjoy
watching the cars passing by. If you drive before the road is closed, you could park at
the top of the hill or at the bottom before the entry of Hotel Formentor, were there is
parking for 200+ cars. Road name: MA - 2210

STAGE J. POLLENSA - CAMPANET

This is the last stage of the rally and it is the same stage as stage H, but oposite
direction. Road name MA-2200

